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Call to Order Eladio 
 
 
T-Shirts Eladio 

School - If ordered tomorrow will we have time? Marlon says he needs to contact Rick. 
$8.62 for 72 shirts = This is an all inclusive price. No screen fee. Nicer T-shirts  
Thomas makes a motion for expenditure up top  $700 Paul D. seconds - passes Marlon will 
email participants who will give shirt size  
Any other expenses we need to take care of.? 

4 design entries - make a survey or count for popular vote 
Then send out to print  

 
 
St. George John 

Fall Dates 
September October is really busy in St. George dates may be difficult.  
Reach out for participation with Utah crowd. Lets focus on October  27,28,29 (NV day 

weekend) 
A big portion of what we used to use has been sold to the college. At this time the same 

space as last time is still available to us. Three month notice? John will confirm. 
 
Trailer Replacement Kam 

Short Bus or 15 Passenger Van 
The is for an enclosed vehicle that can be driven to and from events.  

Cons: 
License -  

Paul says that it is a commercial vehicle, but if not hauling people not a commercial license.  
Security - break in has been attempted - silverton let us park it there between events. 

One time it was left unlocked - Gene went and secured it when called 
Insurance - Kam started some insurance research 
Does it have to go under a person’s policy? Or under the organization 
Eladio will confirm with KJ in El Torro  

Used/Auction/ - Maintenance - E 350 diesel $1200-3000 transmission $250 - 3000 
Maintenance - Use club talent.  

Marlon looked at the national trailer and the San Diego bunch - larger trailer 
Oversized version of what we have - windows and doors  - but only needs a tow vehicle. 
How long / wide is our currently? Capacity? 

Registration costs? Process for non profit Kam will confirm 
Paint/Vinyl wrap - Sponsor 2500 - 5000 
Convert and Retrofit 

Cabinets 
 
Transportation to and from events - tow the competition vehicle  
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Marketing tool - NHRA or Local events Cars and Coffee 
Tow current trailer 
Stable - not wobbly 
Old trailer can be sold 
More storage space 
Carry current trailer load and more 
What is the capacity of the trailer? 
Build - ins  

Speaker attachment 
Air Compressor 
Generator 
Raidos 
Storage Rack on the top 

 
Bigger - The amount of stuff we bring to events is dependent on the storage we have. So bigger 
just means more? 
 
Ease of loading unloading - taller -  
Can drive the beast from place to place for work parties. 
Auctions - As far as Phoenix - willing to work with non profit.  
 
Eventual proposal for vehicles under 10K 
Agenda for next BOD meeting - assign to Jill 
 
Marlon - add discussion to the FB - get names for volunteers. 
 
Pros - Vehicle can tow a vehicle  
 
Dave Morales - subaru owner - - Eladio wants honest opinion - the club and current events - 
compared over time - “It's fun, a weekend adventure. More and more of the flat 4 guys are going 
to come and want to join. They like the idea of competition. Lots of watchers” Eric Stone is 
bringing participation.  
 
Robert - It's too early for me to tell - too new. Impressed by the organization - not just going out 
and seeing things magically happen. The extra work of re-chalking the course especially after it 
rained. Robert liked the board on the trailer. 
 
Negative - mindset of working - reluctant to work - it’s not so much fun- really like - you need 
help? What ever let's do it! Don’t run - work - rest - work 
 
Let’s try a 2 or 3 grid set up - run group one and run group 2 and then one moves out We do  
have 3 sets of painted cones  
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Marlon and John get with Chad to discuss trailer and set up on Friday March 24 
 
Chad sends out a call for supplemental regulations suggestions send to BOD and Randy - Jill 
will send them out as is for  
 
Helmet hand out - BOD meeting  - Randy - Kam will post on FB 
 
Sound check for Silverton events  - 2-3 events before so that people can get a close idea 93Db 
is the limit.  If you are close then you will be alerted to that you can think about some ideas to 
quiet down. 
 
Marlon will contact Metron again this week - Do we need check with Rick about advertising 
 
 
 
Adjourned: 

Time: 
 
Next Meeting: BOD 3/23 GM 4/18 
Next Event: March 25 & 26 
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